VLR “Emerald” Take the Journey
Start your journey with the “Emerald Karting Experience”.
Capture the excitement of racing behind the wheel of a
highly tuned, race ready high performance race vehicle.
Then plug into the heart pounding excitement of wheel to
wheel competition. VLR’s “Emerald Karting Experience”
provides the excitement for you to...take the journey.

Getting What You Deserve
Investing in the “Emerald Karting Experience” you will receive the latest technology in design and manufacturing. The
“standard” Emerald chassis and LO206 engine package provides a quality low cost of entry to the sport of karting as well
as low maintenance costs. But do not be confused, VLR has ensured the “Emerald Karting Experience” is completely
scalable. The “standard” package is delivered in the simplest, easiest form to use. In this configuration the “Emerald Karting
Experience” will support the entry level new driver, a field of racers in a spec configuration as well as the professional
driver competing at the pinnacle of the sport. With the addition of a few tuning components the chassis becomes even
more tunable and responsive to the drivers needs making the VLR “Emerald Karting Experience” the best of the best…
getting what you deserve.

Removable Front & Rear
Torsion Bar

Weight Distributing
Diagonal Rear Frame Rail

Design in Motion
The Emerald chassis is what racing is all about “handling”. A kart must be able to turn left and right
while carrying maximum speed through the corners, not an easy task. This is exactly what the Emerald
chassis provides! With hundreds of years of combined experience in design and track testing the
Emerald chassis was specifically engineered to ensure it is the most user friendly well-tuned kart of its
kind. Perfect performance...design in motion.

Hub Mounted Front Wheels

Superior Craftsmanship
The Emerald chassis is manufactured in Verona Italy by EMME Racing. Mr. Nicoletta Murari proprietor is a
highly skilled kart designer, acclaimed production and operations professional who employs only master
machinists, technicians and accomplished assemblers. The chassis reveals highly engineered and purpose
built tubing designed to provide the most desirable flex characteristic for the Emerald chassis. The smooth
precise bends are perfectly duplicated for each chassis ensuring consistent chassis performance. After
bending, the tubes are fitted into a state of the art custom welding fixture. These fixtures are specifically
designed to eliminate warpage, address the challenge of metal memory and firmly hold the tubes in the
perfect position for welding. The welding department is second to none featuring a complete array of
robotic welding drones which maximize consistency of weld/penetration and insures duplication making
the Emerald chassis the best it can be...superior craftsmanship.

Power Performance
Briggs & Stratton Racing’s LO206 high performance race
engine compliments the “Emerald Karting Experience”.
Briggs & Stratton was established in Milwaukee Wisconsin
in 1908 and today with its International affiliates is the
number one producer of small engines in the world. In
1993 Briggs & Stratton launched its Motorsport division
which created an evolution in kart racing engines. The
crowning achievement of this division is the LO206 High
Performance Engine. The contemporary design of the
LO206 engine features simplicity for the user with managed
horse power and cost making it the fastest growing power
plant in its class. The LO206 engine features dual ball
bearings, overhead valves, precision ground cam shaft, high
silicon valve springs, PVL digital ignition, chromed faced
rings and more. This engine is built on over 95 years of
proven technology from Briggs & Stratton, embrace
perfectly designed...power performance.

™
Engine
Briggs & Stratton LO206 complete, sealed engine.

Briggs & Stratton Engine Kit
Engine Mount
Clutch
Chain
Sprocket
Pipe
Silencer
Mount
Air Filter
Header Wrap
Hardware

Black Aluminum Anodized, Angled, 2 Piece
Max Torque, 6 Shoe with Hardware
Xtreme Performance 106 Link by RLV
Xtreme #35 by RLV
5507 by RLV
4104 by RLV
4156 by RLV
Briggs & Stratton
1,200 Deg. Temperature, 2” x 4’
Included

“Emerald Kart Experience” Specifications
Emerald Chassis
Chassis Tubing
Front Axle
Finish
Rear Axle
Rear Axle Bearings
Ride Height Front & Back
Torsion Bar Front & Back
Rear Wheel Hubs
Front Wheel Hubs
Front Spindles
Ackerman
Caster
Steering Wheel
Fuel Tank
Seat Struts
Seat
Front Wheels
Rear Wheels
Bodywork
Brakes
Rotor/Disc

28mm Chrome Moly
28mm Chrome Moly
Black Powder Coated
40mm Medium Flex
2 40mm
Adjustable
Removable
Black Aluminum 40mm x 75mm
Black Aluminum 17mm x 75mm
10mm King Pin/ 17mm Axle
Adjustable
Adjustable
335mm
8.5 Liter, Removable
2
0039 No Pad, Small - XXLarge with Hardware
Polished Cast Aluminum / Vented / Hub Mounted, 5” x 130mm
Polished Cast Aluminum / Vented / Hub Mounted, 5” x 180mm
KG FP-7 Complete Set, Black
Easy, 4 Piston Caliper
12mm Vented

